1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Social interactions are ubiquitous, yet little research has investigated visual perceptual responses to these common social scenarios, relative to individual-person perception ([@bib28]). Interestingly, recent behavioural evidence demonstrates that visual responses to two human individuals that are positioned to imply an interaction evoke different responses than when not positioned in this manner. These effects are demonstrated most strikingly by the findings of [@bib23]: In this study, subjects viewed pairs of briefly presented (30 ms) human bodies or control objects (i.e. chairs), that either faced *towards* or *away* from each other, in either upright or inverted orientation, and were instructed to respond to the stimulus category they saw (i.e. bodies or chairs). Greater recognition accuracy was shown for upright than inverted dyads when an interaction was implied by the two bodies facing towards each other, but crucially, not when facing away from each other. Similarly, visual search facilitation is shown for full body dyads that are positioned to *face towards* -- rather than *away* from -- each other ([@bib35]), while facing direction effects are shown to modulate the evaluation of facial emotion of a target face (i.e. the perceived emotional expression of a target face is modulated by the emotion of a simultaneously presented non-target face, but only when positioned to *face towards* the target; [@bib11]).

Together, these behavioural findings demonstrate that interacting individuals are not merely perceived as separate individuals, but as an *interactive dyad*. Indeed, similar *non-linear* neural responses have been observed recently -- that is, *that responses to dyadic interaction stimuli are not the same as a linear combination of responses to the isolated elements of an interaction*. Specifically, [@bib1] demonstrated evidence of non-linear responses to human-object interaction stimuli in the posterior temporal cortex; the authors used a pattern classification approach to test whether responses to images of human-object interactions (e.g. a person pushing a shopping cart) are distinct from *the mean-averaged response* to the constituent parts of the interaction (i.e. the averaged response to an isolated human and isolated cart); it was found that voxel patterns for human-object interactions in the posterior superior temporal sulcus (pSTS) and lateral occipital cortex (LOC) were statistically distinct from the averaged patterns evoked by isolated 'interaction parts'. These findings suggest that these regions are sensitive to *unique* interactive information that is accessed only through holistic processing of interactions, and not through part-wise analysis (i.e. processing of constituent 'interaction parts' in isolation).

Interestingly, this response in the pSTS complements previous findings that this region plays an important role in the visual processing of dynamic social interactions; for example, greater pSTS responses are shown for interacting point-light human dyads relative to two non-interacting figures, as well as for similar stimuli depicted by moving geometric shapes that do not contain body information ([@bib15]; [@bib36]). This region also differentiates between types of interactions performed by live-action human stimuli ([@bib33]), and is sensitive to 'interactive' motion cues such as the movement contingency between two interacting human figures ([@bib9]), or the degree of correlated motion between interacting animate geometric shapes ([@bib7]; [@bib32]). These findings implicate the pSTS as a region that may be optimized for processing social interaction information.

The main aim of the present study was to determine whether pSTS encodes dynamic human interactions between two individuals in a non-linear fashion, using a similar approach to [@bib1]. We herein adopt the phrase '*dyadic information effect*' rather than 'non-linear' effect, to emphasize a *sensitivity to unique information that is only present in dyadic interactions and not the averaged responses evoked by each interactor, presented in isolation*. Specifically, we used support vector machine (SVM) classification to test whether voxel-pattern responses to dyadic stimuli in the pSTS were statistically differentiable from *averaged response patterns* of isolated interactors. Additionally, it was predicted that significantly differentiable responses to *different types* of dyadic interaction would be observed in the pSTS, replicating previous findings (e.g. [@bib15]; [@bib36]). Responses were also tested in 3 other functionally localized regions of interest (ROIs) that are selective for social information that likely contributes to social interaction processing, and therefore might also plausibly show the hypothesized effects: Extrastriate body area (EBA), mentalizing-selective temporo-parietal junction (TPJ-M), and face-selective STS (STS-F).

2. Material & methods {#sec2}
=====================

2.1. Participants {#sec2.1}
-----------------

21 right-handed adults (mean age = 23.40 years; SD = 3.74; range = 18--35; 12 females) participated in the study. Participants gave informed consent and received monetary compensation for taking part. Ethical procedures were approved by the Bangor University psychology ethics board.

2.2. Stimuli {#sec2.2}
------------

Stimuli consisted of 4 s (s) video clips that were taken from custom footage of paired actors engaging in semi-improvised interactions. Actors were instructed to improvise these scenarios while enacting scripted '*action-gestures*'; for example, for a given arguing scenario, one actor might be instructed to *point angrily* at the other person while the other *shook their fists* in frustration. Therefore, each interaction depicted two individuals performing a given pair of complementary action-gestures that they were encouraged to enact in a natural, authentic way (see supplementary materials A for example videos). An initial set of *dyad stimuli* were created (along with a separate set of *alone stimuli*, as described below; see [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} for examples of both dyad and alone stimuli). Dyad stimuli depicted two actors engaging in one of 3 *interactive scenarios*: *Arguing* (i.e. both actors engaging in an angry/frustrated confrontation), *celebrating* (i.e. both actors celebrating together, excitedly), and *laughing* (i.e. both actors were laughing together, or at each other). These specific scenarios were chosen for the 'tonal consistency' of actions performed by a given pair of interactors, such that the intentions, emotions, and valence information conveyed by both individuals in a given scenario were always similar (e.g. angry/frustrated) rather than contrasting (e.g. angry/sad). This ensured that successful classification of the different scenarios was not driven by systematic differences in intentional, emotional, or valence content *between* interactors. Therefore, these scenarios represented three interactive scenarios that were intended to be easily distinguishable.Fig. 1a. Example video frames from the dyad versions of the three interaction scenarios. Each row represents one of three unique female-male interactor pairs. b. Two example alone stimuli (created from a given dyad stimulus).Fig. 1

Within each interaction scenario (e.g. arguing), 4 exemplar videos were created, each using a unique pair of action-gestures, such that each video showed the two individuals performing a complementary pair of action-gestures (e.g. while arguing, interactor A accusatorily points at interactor B who is shaking their hands in frustration). Importantly, no gestures were 'reused' in any of the other action-gesture pairings (i.e. a total of 8 action gestures were used across the 4 exemplar videos for each scenario). Similarly, 3 different female-male *interactor pairs* enacted these scenarios, yielding a total of 36 dyad stimuli: 3 interaction scenarios (arguing, celebrating, laughing) x 4 unique action-gesture pairings x 3 interactor pairs. The final stimuli were chosen from a wider set of stimuli based on the highest 'interactive-ness' and 'naturalness' ratings from a pilot study (N = 10; see supplementary materials A).

For these stimuli, the average horizontal distance between actors was closely matched -- the visual angle between the centre of each actor\'s torso was approximately 4.80°, and actor height ranged between 3.73 and 4.26°. As dynamic facial information is known to activate the STS (e.g. [@bib5]), the presence of facial information was controlled such that classification could not be attributed to different facial expressions. Accordingly, these stimuli did not contain high spatial frequency face information, but body information was preserved. To achieve this, a circle-shaped Gaussian blur mask was placed on each of the actors\' heads for each video frame. This preserved the overall shape of the head, preventing the potentially eerie appearance of headless interacting bodies.

To test neural responses to the same interactive information -- but without specifically *dyadic information* (i.e. information available from two interactors presented simultaneously) -- a separate set of 72 *alone stimuli* were created by removing either individual from each of the 36 dyad stimuli (see [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b for examples of two alone stimuli). It is important to note that although these stimuli depicted an isolated interactor by themselves, they still conveyed interactive information (e.g. communicative gesturing towards an implied interactor). Two horizontally-flipped variants of these 108 unique stimuli (36 dyad ​+ ​72 alone stimuli) resulted in a final set of 216 stimuli.

2.3. Design & procedure {#sec2.3}
-----------------------

A rapid event-related design was used, and each run was optimized using optseq2 (<http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/optseq>), based on differentiating 6 conditions (i.e. both dyad and alone variants of the arguing, celebrating, and laughing interaction scenarios), with an inter-stimulus interval range between 0 and 10s (along with 8s fixation at the beginning of each run, and 16 s at the end to capture most of the haemodynamic response). The 6 designs with the highest detection sensitivity were selected to determine event timings for runs.

Inside the scanner, participants viewed stimuli that were presented centrally on the screen within a 9.17 × 5.11° rectangular space. 6 runs were completed, each lasted exactly 7 minutes and contained 8 stimuli for each dyad version and 16 stimuli for each alone version of each of the 3 scenarios, resulting in 72 experimental stimuli per run. Three important stimulus ordering considerations are also noted here: Firstly, left and right horizontal presentations of each stimulus were balanced within the design, such that any resulting effects could not be attributed to low-level confounds in the horizontal position of interactors (i.e. left and right horizontally-flipped variants of the stimuli appeared equally often); secondly, that any given pair of alone stimuli (i.e. that originated from the same dyad stimulus) were always presented in the same run as each other so that classification of alone stimuli did not contain additional between-run variance that was not present for the dyad stimuli; thirdly, to minimize repetition effects (i.e. seeing the exact same action-gestures from a given dyad stimulus and the corresponding pair of alone stimuli), alone stimuli that appeared in any given run were always from dyad stimuli that were allocated to a different run.

In addition to the stimuli already described, nine additional catch stimuli were presented (three dyad stimuli, and six alone stimuli) but were not later analysed. These trials contained a 'frame-freeze' in which 12 consecutive video frames (duration = 500 ms) were randomly removed from the video and replaced with one repeated frame for that period, creating the impression of a momentary video pause. Participants were instructed to simply watch the videos and to give a button-press response whenever a frame-freeze was detected, and to refrain from making explicit judgements about the interactors.

2.4. Localizer tasks & ROI creation {#sec2.4}
-----------------------------------

Participants completed several localizer tasks in a separate scanning session, on a separate day (see supplementary materials B for full description of these tasks). Briefly explained, three different video tasks were used to localize brain regions that are sensitive to different types of social information: 1) A point-light figure social interaction task similar to that used previously ([@bib15]; [@bib36]) was used to localize interaction-selective pSTS (pSTS-I) regions of interest (ROI) with the interaction \> scrambled interaction contrast (i.e. two intact human figures interacting vs. spatially scrambled versions of the same stimuli in which body and interactive information was disrupted). 2) A dynamic body and face localizer that was adapted from stimuli used previously ([@bib27]) -- this served to localize body-selective EBA and face-selective STS cortex (i.e. STS-F), with the bodies \> objects, and faces \> objects contrasts, respectively. 3) A free-viewing animated film ('Partly Cloudy'; Pixar Animation Studios: <https://www.pixar.com/partly-cloudy>) identical to that used previously ([@bib29]) was used to localize mentalizing-selective TPJ-M with the mentalizing \> pain contrast (i.e. mentalizing \> pain time-points).

These tasks allowed for the localization of 4 bilateral subject-specific ROIs (i.e. pSTS-I, EBA, STS-F, & TPJ-M; see supplementary materials C for a visualization of these ROIs). These ROIs were created with a group-constrained definition procedure (e.g. [@bib16]) as follows. For a given subject and contrast (e.g. interaction \> scrambled interaction, for the pSTS-I), a 5 mm-radius 'search sphere' was created by running a whole-brain analysis for N-1 group subjects (i.e. with the 'current' subject excluded) and centring the sphere at the peak voxel (i.e. highest t-value) in the designated region. This relatively small sphere was chosen to ensure subject\'s ROIs did not deviate too far from a given designated anatomical region (e.g. pSTS). To determine the position of the final ROI, a whole-brain analysis for the current subject (for the same contrast) was run, and resulting activation was constrained to the search sphere. A 7 mm-radius sphere was then centred at the peak voxel in this search region; this ROI sphere size was chosen as an ideal compromise between capturing a relatively large number of voxels that would benefit classification performance (e.g. [@bib4]), and ensuring minimal overlap between neighbouring STS ROIs.

All ROIs contained 179 voxels, with the exception of two subjects that had small regions of overlap between the right pSTS-I and right TPJ-M, and a further two subjects with similar overlap between the right pSTS-I and right STS-F. Across these four subjects, a mean overlap of 18 voxels (range: 12--24) was found. To ensure independence of ROI voxels within each of these four subjects, overlapping voxels were removed and ROIs were recreated (respective final ROI sizes for these four subjects were: 167, 161, 161, 155 voxels; all other ROIs for these subjects contained 179 voxels).

2.5. MRI parameters, pre-processing, & GLM estimation {#sec2.5}
-----------------------------------------------------

Scanning was performed with a Philips 3T scanner at Bangor University. Functional images were acquired with the following parameters: T2\*-weighted gradient-echo single-shot EPI pulse sequence; TR ​= ​2000 ​ms, TE ​= ​30 ​ms, flip angle ​= ​83°, FOV(mm) ​= ​240 ​× ​240 x 108, acquisition matrix ​= ​80 ​× ​78 (reconstruction matrix ​= ​80); 36 contiguous axial slices were acquired, with a reconstructed voxel size of 3 mm^3^. Four dummy scans were discarded prior to image acquisition for each run. Structural images were obtained with the following parameters: T1-weighted image acquisition using a gradient echo, multi-shot turbo field echo pulse sequence, with a five echo average; TR = 12 ms, average TE = 3.4 ms, in 1.7 ms steps, total acquisition time = 136s, FA = 8°, FOV = 240 × 240, acquisition matrix = 240 × 224 (reconstruction matrix = 240); 128 contiguous axial slices, acquired voxel size (mm) = 1.0 × 1.07 x 2.0 (reconstructed voxel size = 1 mm^3^).

Pre-processing was performed with SPM12 (fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12). This entailed slice-timing correction, re-alignment (and re-slicing), co-registration, segmentation, normalization, and smoothing. All default parameters were used except for a 6 mm FWHM Gaussian smoothing kernel. General linear model (GLM) estimation was performed in SPM12 on participants' normalized images. For the main task, whole-brain beta maps were generated on a run-wise basis with events estimated as 6 *classification conditions* -- both dyad and alone variants of the arguing, celebrating, and laughing stimuli. One further set of maps were created where each event was modelled separately, to allow for stimulus-wise analyses (see supplementary materials D).

2.6. SVM classification analyses {#sec2.6}
--------------------------------

Leave-one-run-out linear support vector machine (SVM) classification was implemented with CoSMoMVPA ([@bib22]). Briefly explained, for a given subject, an SVM classifier was trained on ROI voxels (i.e. beta values) for the conditions of interest (e.g. dyad variants of the arguing, celebrating, and laughing conditions) in all but one run of data -- with the 'left-out' run of data used to independently test classification performance on. This was iterated 6 times with each run serving as the left-out test run, and classification accuracy was averaged across iterations. These values were then entered into group level *t*-tests. All reported tests were significant at the corrected Bonferroni threshold (α) unless otherwise stated. A different threshold was calculated separately for each set of analyses (i.e. based on 8, 8, & 4 comparisons for dyad, alone, and cross-classification analyses, respectively), as stated in each sub-section in the results. All *t*-test *p-*values are one-tailed.

This approach was almost identical for both 'standard' classification (e.g. between the three dyad conditions, or between the three alone conditions) and *cross-classification* analyses except that the allocation of training and test conditions differed; that is, for cross-classification, the classifier was trained on the three dyad conditions, but *tested* on the three alone conditions. Significant cross-classification demonstrates that the patterns underlying the two sets of conditions are similar to each other, and therefore are largely driven by the same information. However, we reasoned that if a region showed significantly greater dyad classification than cross-classification (i.e. between dyad and alone conditions), this would indicate sensitivity to dyadic information that could not be 'recovered' from the individual interactors presented in isolation (i.e. averaged responses to alone stimuli). As explained previously (see section [2.3](#sec2.3){ref-type="sec"}) several stimulus ordering constraints were imposed within each run, and importantly, alone stimuli from a given dyad stimulus were always presented in a different run to minimize repetition effects. Notably, this likely resulted in a *more conservative* estimation of the dyadic information effect due to greater similarity between stimuli in test and train data splits for cross-classification, than for 'standard' classification (see supplementary materials E for further details).

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1. SVM classification analyses {#sec3.1}
--------------------------------

For each of the 8 functionally localized ROIs, a series of analyses were performed in which a linear SVM classifier was trained and tested on different variants of the 3 interaction scenarios (i.e. arguing, celebrating, and laughing). One-sample *t*-tests were used to determine whether classification accuracy was above chance level (i.e. 100% / 3 categories = 33.3% chance accuracy; Bonferroni corrected α = 0.006).

Significant above-chance classification of the three interaction scenarios of dyad stimuli (see [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) was observed in the right pSTS-I (Classification accuracy (%): *M* = 41.39, *SD* = 9.10; *t* (19) = 3.96, *p* \< .001) and both the right EBA (*M* = 49.38, *SD* = 12.19; *t* (17) = 5.59, *p* \< .001) and left EBA (*M* = 50.88, *SD* = 13.00; *t* (18) = 5.88, *p* \< .001), and at an uncorrected threshold in the left pSTS-I (*M* = 38.60, *SD* = 10.55; *t* (18) = 2.17, *p* = .022). None of the 4 other ROIs -- bilateral STS-F and TPJ-M -- showed above-chance classification of the dyad stimuli (all *ps* \> .100; see [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; see supplementary materials F for full statistics).Fig. 2A bar chart showing classification accuracy values for dyad, alone, and cross-classification analyses for bilateral pSTS-I and EBA ROIs. Dashed line represents chance-level accuracy (33.3%). \*\*\* ​= ​*p* ​≤ ​.001; \*\* ​= ​*p* ​≤ ​.010; \* ​= ​*p* ​≤ ​.05; += *p = .*073. Error bars are SEM.Fig. 2Fig. 3A bar chart showing classification accuracy values for dyad and alone classification for bilateral STS-F and TPJ-M ROIs. Dashed line represents chance-level accuracy (33.3%). No results were significant. Error bars are SEM.Fig. 3

It is possible that significant classification of dyad stimuli in the bilateral pSTS-I and EBA does not completely rely on inherently dyadic information, and may also encode information conveyed by isolated individuals (e.g. interactive gestures directed towards an implied -- but physically absent -- interaction partner). To test if this was true, another classification analysis (Bonferroni corrected α = 0.006) was run to see if these regions could differentiate the three interaction scenarios for the alone stimuli (see [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). It is worth reiterating that the *same overall information* was present as in the dyad classification analysis (i.e. same scenarios, actors, & gestures). Above-chance classification was shown in right pSTS-I (*M* = 43.33, *SD* = 12.57; *t* (19) = 3.56, *p* = .001) but only marginally in left pSTS-I (*M* = 37.43, *SD* = 12.81; *t* (18) = 1.39, *p* = .090). Both right EBA (*M* = 46.30, *SD* = 7.86; *t* (17) = 7.00, *p* \< .001), and left EBA (*M* = 46.49, *SD* = 6.73; *t* (18) = 8.52, *p* \< .001) also showed significant classification. As for dyad classification, bilateral STS-F and TPJ-M ROIs did not show above-chance classification (all *ps* \> .088), and therefore, these regions were excluded from further analyses.

Together, these two classification analyses demonstrate interaction sensitive responses in the right pSTS-I and bilateral EBA regions, and to a marginal extent in the left pSTS-I; specifically, these regions were able to differentiate between the three different interaction scenarios, both when observing an intact dyad and when observing the same constituent interactors presented in isolation. However, although these regions are sensitive to both modes of presentation, this does not mean that the underlying information driving classification in both dyadic and alone scenarios is the same (e.g. information about the spatial-relations between interactors may contribute to classification of the dyad stimuli, but not the alone stimuli). Indeed, if voxel pattern classification in any region does not fully generalise from dyad stimuli to the alone stimuli, this would suggest that there is information encoded by these regions during dyadic interaction perception that cannot be recovered by the same information presented in the alone stimuli.

Next, a cross-classification analysis was implemented (Bonferroni corrected α = 0.013) whereby an SVM classifier was trained to discriminate responses to the three interaction scenarios with the dyad stimuli, but performance was tested on responses to the alone stimuli. Significant cross-classification was shown for all 4 ROIs (right pSTS-I: *M* = 41.39, *SD* = 8.92; *t* (19) = 4.04, *p* \< .001; left pSTS-I: *M* = 40.64, *SD* = 9.63; *t* (18) = 3.31, *p* = .002; right EBA: *M* = 43.21, *SD* = 7.75; *t* (17) = 5.40, *p* \< .001; left EBA: *M* = 46.20, *SD* = 11.27; *t* (18) = 4.97, *p* \< .001), demonstrating that these regions encode similar information in both the dyad and alone stimuli.

To test for the main hypothesis (i.e. a dyadic information effect) paired *t*-tests were then performed (Bonferroni corrected α = 0.013) between dyad classification accuracy scores and cross-classification accuracy scores. No difference was observed for either the right pSTS-I (*t* (19) = 0.00, *p* = .500) or left pSTS-I (*t* (18) = −0.73, *p* = .763), showing no dyadic information effect, indicating that the main hypothesis was not supported. However, significantly greater accuracy for dyad classification than cross-classification was shown in the right EBA at an uncorrected level (*t* (17) = 2.07, *p* = .027). A similar, although weaker, marginal effect was also shown in the left EBA (*t* (18) = 1.52, *p* = .073). Therefore, evidence suggestive of a dyadic information effect was shown in the bilateral EBA only.

To determine whether regions outside the functionally defined ROIs demonstrated a dyadic information effect, whole-brain searchlight analyses ([@bib18]) were performed (see supplementary materials G for a full description of searchlight methods and results). Peak classification accuracies (i.e. for dyad and alone classification separately, and also for cross-classification) were observed in the bilateral lateral occipito-temporal cortex (LOTC) and pSTS, along with weaker responses in other areas. However, no dyadic information effects were observed in the LOTC/EBA for this analysis (or in any other brain region), further demonstrating the subtle nature of the effect in the ROI analysis.

3.2. Reliability of the dyadic information effect in EBA {#sec3.2}
--------------------------------------------------------

Due to the marginal nature of these results in the EBA, several follow up tests were performed to determine the reliability of this effect. First, Cohen\'s *d* effect-sizes were calculated for both the right and left EBA. A medium effect-size was found for the right EBA (*d* = 0.60), and a small-to-medium effect was shown in the left EBA (*d* = 0.38).

To ensure that these effects were not spuriously driven by the 'direction' of cross-classification training and testing roles, cross-classification was performed again, but with the training and testing roles reversed. That is, the classifier was now trained on the *alone* stimuli and tested on the *dyad* stimuli. Both right EBA (*M* = 43.83, SD = 7.60; *t* (17) = 5.86, *p* \< .001) and left EBA (*M* = 46.20, SD = 10.32; *t* (17) = 5.43, *p* \< .001) showed significant cross-classification. Crucially, dyadic information effects were replicated; greater accuracy for dyad classification than cross-classification was again shown in the right EBA (*t* (17) = 2.03, *p* = .029; *d* = 0.55) and marginally in the left EBA (*t* (18) = 1.41, *p* = .088; *d* = 0.40).

One further test was performed to determine how reliable these effects were across different ROI sizes (i.e. in addition to the original 7 mm radius ROIs, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, & 12 mm radius ROIs were created). Consistent with the dyadic information effect in the in the original right EBA ROI, greater accuracy for dyad classification than cross-classification was shown across all ROI sizes, but was most pronounced in larger ROIs (i.e. *ps* \< .05 for 8, 9, 11, & 12 mm radii; see supplementary materials H). By contrast, in the left EBA, the dyadic information trend was only shown for smaller ROI sizes (i.e. 5 mm radius: *p* \< .05; 6 and 7 mm radii: marginal *ps* ≤ .073); indeed, these hemispheric differences appear to be consistent with larger regions of body selectivity in the right than left EBA as previously reported ([@bib37]).

3.3. Results summary {#sec3.3}
--------------------

In summary, although right pSTS-I -- and marginally, left pSTS-I -- differentiated between the three interaction scenarios, no evidence for specific *dyadic information* encoding was observed in these regions. Instead, this effect was observed in the right EBA at an uncorrected threshold (the data for this analysis are available to download; see supplementary materials I). Follow-up analyses demonstrated that this effect was reliable and interpretable, and is further supported by similar (although weaker) effects in left EBA. Control analyses revealed that these effects are not accounted for by low-level differences in stimulus motion energy between conditions (see supplementary materials J). Additionally, exploratory representational similarity analyses were also performed to further characterize EBA responses to dyad and alone stimuli (see supplementary materials D).

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

4.1. Overview of results {#sec4.1}
------------------------

The present study aimed to determine whether the pSTS -- or any other posterior temporal lobe region -- showed sensitivity to *unique* dyadic information in visually observed interactive scenarios that is not present for isolated individual interactors. Two main findings were shown: 1) EBA -- but not pSTS -- showed evidence consistent with the encoding of unique dyadic information; 2) pSTS (and EBA) classified between three interaction scenarios (i.e. arguing, celebrating, & laughing) replicating similar differentiation of types of interactions between abstract moving shapes ([@bib15]; [@bib36]).

4.2. Interaction classification in the pSTS & EBA {#sec4.2}
-------------------------------------------------

Specifically, which type of information might drive differentiation of interaction scenarios in the pSTS and EBA? The pSTS plays an important role in biological motion perception (e.g. [@bib5]; [@bib13]; [@bib24]), and is strongly responsive to movement contingencies between interacting figures (e.g. [@bib9]), as well as dynamic cues that imply interactive behaviour between animate moving shapes ([@bib32]; [@bib8]). Similarly, the pSTS is also sensitive to the intentional contents of actions ([@bib3]; [@bib25]; [@bib31]). It therefore seems plausible that classification in the pSTS is driven by differential intentional content between interaction scenarios that is extracted from different dynamic contingencies between interactors.

Additionally, the EBA also classified between interaction scenarios. A direct interpretation of this result is that body posture information contributes strongly to the differentiation of these three scenarios. EBA is shown to be sensitive to dynamic postural information (i.e. continuous sequences of body postures that form coherent actions) and is suggested to encode body-based actions ([@bib6]). In the current study, distinctively different sequences of coherent body postures -- or action-gestures -- may have driven classification of interaction scenarios. Although distinct action-gestures were used within each interactive scenario, these tended to be relatively similar to each other (e.g. arguing gestures usually depicted short, sharp movements, while laughing gestures typically contained convulsive torso movements). Therefore, it seems possible that classification of interaction scenarios in the EBA was likely the result of similar action-gestures *within* each scenario, that were markedly different *across* the three scenarios.

4.3. No dyadic information effect in the pSTS {#sec4.3}
---------------------------------------------

Despite the pSTS classifying interactive scenarios, the main prediction was not supported; no *dyadic information effect* was observed for the pSTS. This contrasts with the findings of [@bib1] that showed an analogous effect in the pSTS for static depictions of human-object (inter)actions compared to the averaged responses to isolated objects and humans. One possible explanation for this concerns STS sensitivity to implied biological motion in static images ([@bib12]; [@bib26]); static human-object interactions might imply greater biological motion or more effortful movement that is not 'recoverable' from isolated human and objects; for example, an image of a person pushing a cart implies greater movement than the same body pose and cart presented separately, by virtue of greater physical effort required to move the cart, along with the corresponding impression that the cart is moving. Additionally, pSTS sensitivity to causal contingencies (e.g. a billiard ball hitting another, causing a transfer in motion; [@bib2]) suggests the strong influence of physical contact in human-object interactions that was not present in the isolated stimuli. By contrast, the current study used dynamic stimuli that contained biological motion information but no physical contact, and as such, the dyad and alone stimuli were closely matched for these two sources of information that might have driven responses to the stimuli used by [@bib1].

Although no dyadic information effect was found in the pSTS, it is important to note that interactive information was still conveyed in the alone stimuli (e.g. communicative gesturing to an unseen interactive partner was strongly implied). Therefore, successful classification of the alone stimuli does not necessarily reflect that pSTS responses are non-interactive. Indeed, in the context of the sorts of gestural interactions used in the current study, it is possible that classification of the alone and dyad stimuli relied on the same cues (i.e. communicative gestures). Similarly, the current data supports the possibility that representations of interactions in this region may encode the presence of two interactors in a linear fashion (i.e. dyad = the average of the two individuals). Alternatively, it is possible that the pSTS responses to both dyad and alone stimuli are driven by interactive gestures 'directed' at another individual, regardless of whether the other individual is present or not.

4.4. Dyadic information processing in the EBA {#sec4.4}
---------------------------------------------

Although not observed for the pSTS, a dyadic information effect was shown for the right EBA and to a lesser extent, the left EBA. Although not predicted, this does fit with previous findings observed in the wider LOTC area. Specifically, [@bib1] observed differentiable responses to human-object interactions than averaged responses to humans and objects in object-selective LOTC (i.e. LOC -- in close proximity to EBA); however, this trend did not quite reach significance in the EBA, likely due to weaker responses to object stimuli, suggesting that the currently observed EBA responses could be specific to human body information. Recent evidence also shows that object-selective LOTC is sensitive to 'regular' spatial configurations of objects that imply a congruent scene (e.g. different responses are shown for scenes that depict a sofa positioned in front of a television, rather than behind it; [@bib17]). Similarly, object-selective LOTC is sensitive to spatial configurations of objects that imply an action (e.g. a pitcher tilted towards an empty cup), relative to configurations that do not ([@bib30]).

Broadly, these findings might suggest a converging role for configural processing of *distinct* objects and people in the LOTC. In relation to the present findings, it is conceivable that LOTC -- and here the EBA specifically -- performs similar configural processing or grouping based on the action-, body-, and movement information conveyed by interactors. If true, to what extent does *dynamic* information contribute to this effect? In contrast to previous work investigating LOTC grouping responses for static stimuli ([@bib1]; [@bib17]; [@bib30]), the current study used dynamic stimuli. Although the EBA is highly sensitive to static pose information, and may process body movements as a series of static 'snapshots' ([@bib6]; [@bib10]) body (and face) responses are shown to generalise across static and dynamic depictions in broad regions of the posterior temporal cortex ([@bib21]). Similarly, representations in the LOTC generalise across dynamic and static depictions of actions and are invariant to other low-level features such as movement direction, or the specific hand used to perform an action ([@bib14]; [@bib34]).

In line with these findings, it is likely that dyadic representations of (inter)actions in the EBA generalise across static-dynamic depictions. While dynamic information may not be necessary to encode such scenarios, it may, potentially, allow for more elaborate encoding of body-based actions than similar, static depictions. Additionally, other spatial cues (e.g. interpersonal distance, physical contact, and facing direction), and temporal cues (e.g. movement contingencies and correlated motion) may also contribute to dyadic encoding in the EBA, and further research may directly clarify which cues contribute most prominently.

It is also worth briefly considering the extent to which dyadic information processing is present for other types of interaction, for example, interactions depicted by moving geometric shapes that do not contain body information. These types of stimuli are known to drive responses in LOTC, ostensibly due to the presence of simple actions such as pushing and pulling movements ([@bib36]). As mentioned previously, the wider LOTC area shows some sensitivity to spatial-temporal relations between interacting or scene entities, and therefore cortex in close proximity to (and overlapping with) EBA might plausibly encode dyadic information for these abstract scenarios.

The present stimuli consisted of interactions between individuals that did not involve physical contact, a potentially powerful interaction cue that is worthy of further investigation; indeed, stronger dyadic information effects might be predicted for contact-based interactions (e.g. two individuals shaking hands), by virtue of categorical differences in physical contact (i.e. presence of physical contact in dyadic interactions vs. absence of physical contact in 'alone' variants of these stimuli).

4.5. Conclusion {#sec4.5}
---------------

In summary, the present results show that both EBA and pSTS differentiate between different types of social interactions. Crucially, representations of dyadic social interactions in the EBA are sensitive to information beyond that which is encoded by the simple average of two separate interactors presented in isolation. This so-called *dyadic information effect* suggests that the EBA is sensitive to unique interactive information that is present only when two individuals interact simultaneously. These findings complement previously observed sensitivity in the wider LOTC area to spatial configurations of objects or bodies that support the processing of holistic, congruent scenarios.
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